Frequently Asked Questions
related to
YES SECURITIES Trading A/c
Sr
FAQ
No.
YSL Related: If I sell the
1.
stocks through YSL, the
money will get credited
to my linked YES Bank
account. How do I avoid
taking payout in YES
Bank account?

Process

2.

YSL Related: Will My
dividends also start
coming to the new
linked bank account

No. The dividends will come to the bank account linked to the Demat
account. You need to give a separate request to link another bank account
to your Demat account.

3.

YSL Related: Can I
continue buying and
selling through my YSL
trading account

All clients are allowed to trade against fully-paid funds/securities. YSL will
also consider all ledger credit balances to give exposures to buy under fullypaid delivery positions.

Answer: YSL has emailed you a form which you need to fill and submit to
nearest YSL Branch / RM in physical (scanned images will not be accepted)
along with a cancelled cheque of the account which you intend to link to
the YSL Trading account. The given account will be mapped as the primary
account for executing the transactions. The mapping will take 48 working
hours. Post this, all the sale proceeds will start getting credited to the new
linked primary bank account.

Further ,all fresh positions will be allowed based on transfer of funds from
other primary accounts of the client maintained with any other bank subject
to the same getting linked with YSL trading account.

Client can link another bank account with YSL trading account after
completing the KYC formalities (by giving a change in bank account request
along with a cancelled cheque and then continue trading (both buy and sell)
through YSL trading platform. This linking of another bank account will take
48 hours.

A separate email communication has been shared to the clients wrt-

Sr
FAQ
No.

Process

1) To link new Bank account maintained with other Bank to receive
payouts
2) To Transfer the funds to YSL’s new Bank account maintained with
ICICI bank to meet the exchange margin obligations as well as for
fresh positions.
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